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1. Which of the essential value shows capacity to exercise choice?

     	      Human dignity

     	--->> Freedom

     	      Aesthetics

     	      Equality

2. Midwifery services was more controlled by _______

     	      Government

     	      Private sector

     	      Local sevices

     	--->> Non-governmental organization

3. What was Florence Nightingale's Nickname?

     	      Lady and the Tramp

     	--->> Lady with the Lamp

     	      Lady with the needle

     	      Lady in white

4. A nurse talking and walking like a senior nurse she admires is called

     	      Moralizing

     	      Attitude

     	--->> Modelling

     	      Human worth

5. The ability to think and act appropriately utilizing knowledge and experience is____

     	      Sense
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     	      Insight

     	      Skills

     	--->> Wisdom

6. Nursing views the individual in a __________ being

     	      Super

     	--->> Holistic

     	      Individualistic

     	      Wise

7. The belief about an issue or something is known as __________

     	      Psychology

     	      Physiology

     	--->> Philosophy

     	      Psychiatry

8. Standard for guiding action is also known as ________

     	--->> Values

     	      Principles

     	      Behavious

     	      Activities

9. Which of these countries enriched nursing in Nigerians with new ideas in immediate 
post-independence?

     	      China

     	      Austrialia

     	      Canada

     	--->> Western Germany

10. What is Florence Nightingale's Theory called?
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     	--->> Environmental Theory

     	      Human Adaptive Theory

     	      Meta theory

     	      Nursing Process Theory
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